Java API

Overview  |  Students will use www.bing.com as a source for information to learn independently about Java API. Students have a basic knowledge how Java classes work but now need to research some different types of Java classes that interest them.

Objectives  |  Students will be able to use bing.com as a source of information to teach themselves about different types of Java API, particularly different classes.

Materials  |  Computer with internet access www.bing.com

Paper for your list of Java classes

Procedure  |  1. Students will be using Bing.com to search for "Java API".

2. Look through all the different possible classes in Java as you would like.

3. Pick 5 different types of Java classes that interest you the most. You will not only need to know the names of the classes but you must also understand what they do.

Evaluation  |  Students simply turn in their lists and the instructor will check them for completion and completeness of explanations.